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FAMILY FAVOURITES
Six classic Hasbro games at great prices.  Cleudo – the original who-done-it game; Jenga – the super stressful 

block-stacking game;  Yahtzee – 5-of-a-kind dice fun; Boggle – a word search classic;  Taboo – a game of  
unspeakable fun; and Scattergories – race the timer in the fast-paced, fast-thinking categories game!

OUTFOXED
Mrs. Plumpert’s prized pie is missing...you’ll have to 

work together to gather clues to rule out suspects, and 
crack the case quickly before you get Outfoxed! 

BANANAGRAMS
Bananagrams, the award-winning educational & fun 
anagram game - unzip the banana to find 144 letter 

tiles. “My First” kid’s version also available.

QWIRKLE
As simple as matching colours and shapes, but it  
requires tactical manoeuvres and a well-planned  
strategy! The aim? To line-up colours or shapes.

$2999

5 SECOND RULE
Think Quick, Talk Fast! It should be easy to name 3 

dog breeds, but can you do it in less than 5 seconds? 
The Junior version is now available for ages 6 & up. 

$3999

SPECIAL

EYE SPY WITH MY LITTLE EYE
This great observation game is fun for kids of all ages,  
adults too! Pick a letter & race to spot an item on the 

picture board that it begins with! 2-6 players, ages 5+.

$2999

$2299

$1999

50’s TINS
The “50” series is designed to tear kids away from their 
screens, but in a fun and constructive way. At home or 

on the go, they provide hours of enjoyment.

STRATEGO
The game board is your battlefield & your mission is to 
protect your flag and capture your opponent’s, in this 
high-quality strategy game. For 2 players, ages 8+.

$3499
each

$3499
NORMALLY

$49.99

$2999
NORMALLY

$39.99

$3999
NORMALLY

$49.99

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL$3999

$3799

SLEUTH
Sharpen your pencils and prepare to test your powers 

of deduction, to solve a deadly crime aboard the  
Oriental Express in the ‘who did it’ game of Sleuth!

MAGNETIC TRAVEL TINS
Slim & classy magnetic travel case games to take 

anywhere – they just slip into a pocket!  With 25 great 
titles, you’ll find the perfect gift for all ages.

$999
NORMALLY

$13.99

each

$1299
each

$2999
each

$2499

$2999

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Two great games that will have you chasing villains 
through Victorian London & attempting to solve the 

most intriguing cases Holmes and Watson ever faced!

$4999
NORMALLY

$59.99

$2999
NORMALLY

$37.99
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$4999

SUSHI GO!
Pass the sushi! Fast-playing strategic card games in 

deluxe collector tins, where the goal is to grab the best 
combination of sushi dishes as they whiz by!

EVERYONE LOVES BLUEY!
The current hottest children’s games on the market! 

Bluey, the lovable Blue Healer dog, lives to turn  
everyday life into endless playful adventures.

$2499

EDUCATIONAL CARD GAMES
The Gamewright range of card games has won  

numerous awards from parents associations, and is 
great fun for the kids, as well as being educational!

SPOT IT!
This international success story is a game of speed, 

observation, & reflexes, containing five games in one! 
Now joined by Spot It Animals & Spot It Harry Potter. 

RISK
Lead your troops. Take a risk. Rule the world! Rally 

your armies to march across continents, in this classic 
strategy game. For 2-5 players, ages 10+. 

$2499
each

SPECIAL

$2999
NORMALLY

$39.99

BALDERDASH
The brilliant new version of the hilarious bluffing board 

game. Try to con your opponents to believe your 
made-up answers! For 2+ Players, ages 10+. 

SPECIAL

$2999
NORMALLY

$34.99

MINDTRAP
Over 3 million copies sold worldwide so far!  It’s a box 

full of quirky characters, baffling brainteasers, and 
convoluted logic! For 2 or more players, ages 12+.

TRIVIAL PURSUIT
‘Decades 2010-2020’ - everything we liked, swiped, 

shared and streamed! ‘Family’ – separate questions for 
kids & adults mean that they can go head to head!

PIGS & PUGS
Two plump, pink piggies, or two perfect pugs in the 

palm of your hand. Roll them, and how the little  
darlings land will determine your score! For ages 6+.

$4999
each

$1799
each

$2999

$5999

20 QUESTIONS
The original family party game of people, places and 
things is back with an all-new look & all-new content 

for today’s audience! For 2-6 players, ages 8+. 

SPECIAL

$3499
NORMALLY

$44.99

$2499
each

$1499
NORMALLY

$34.99

each SPECIAL

FISHER PRICE KIDS
Four fun-filled games that, as you would expect, are 

also educational, and encourage skills such as reading, 
logical thinking, memory or imagination. For ages 3+. 

SPECIAL

JUST ONE
The co-operative party game where you play together 
to discover as many mystery words as possible, but be 

unique, as all identical clues will be cancelled! 

$1999
each



 

HOBBY GAMES

ADULT GAMES

$4999

Eleven fantastic Euro-style games! RACCOON TYCOON - the sky is the limit during this Gilded Age, can you become the ‘top dog’?; CARCASSONE - 12 million copies sold 
so far, and now with bonus Abbot & River modules; SHIFTING STONES - re-arrange nine mystical stones to match ancient magical patterns and score; DIPLOMACY - delve 

into international intrigue, trust, & treachery!; and TICKET TO RIDE - choose from two brilliant new short-gameplay versions of the classic rail game.

$5499

DIXIT - play the game of storytelling and bluffing, using beautifully illustrated game cards; CODE NAMES – the top-secret Spymaster word game - win or lose, it’s fun to  
figure out the clues; MICRO MACRO CRIME CITY - 16 exciting criminal cases to solve in this co-operative detective game; FORBIDDEN ISLAND - make pulse-pounding 

manoeuvres toward the treasure as the island sinks beneath you!; & SPLENDOR – the easy-going empire building game, perfect for beginners, but also strategic for gamers.

$2999
NORMALLY

$39.99

each

$5999 $6999

MANCAVE DRINKING GAME
Reckon you can drink with the best of them? Put it to 
the test with 23 of the World’s Best Drinking Games!

Designed by men, tested by men, & approved by men!

THE GAME OF NASTY THINGS
You won’t believe the outrageous THINGS you’ll hear! 

250 inappropriately hilarious topics will keep you 
guessing which of your misfit friends said what!

5 SECOND RULE UNCENSORED!
Try your best to name 3 things in 5 seconds in these 

two hot games, without getting flustered, tongue-tied or 
emitting cheeky giggles!  For 3 or more adults.

KEVIN B. WILSON!
Two great adults-only games from Australia’s own  

irreverent musical larrikin Kevin Bloody Wilson!  PUB 
KRAWL and DILLIGAF are complete parties in a box!

SPECIAL

$1799
NORMALLY

$39.99 $2499
each

$3999

$2999

SPECIAL

$1499
NORMALLY

$34.99 $2499
each

SPECIAL

$2999
NORMALLY

$49.99

$3999$2999

$6499

SPECIAL
$3499

THE BACHELOR/ETTE!
Perfect for a girls’ night in, this hilarious game will 

entertain and surprise. Choose your contestants or 
friends, grab an answer paddle, and let the fun begin!

$4999

WEEDY GAMES!
Grass is back, and this time it is legal, with two  

intoxicating and euphoric games!  Grass – the fast 
action card game, and the Weed Meme picture game.



 

CLASSICS

CLASSICS

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

TRIOMINOES
The classic triangular domino games - Deluxe Edition 
featuring 56 crystalline tiles with brass spinners & 4 

racks, or try the new pocket-sized Snap Box version.

BOREDOM BUSTA!
This boredom busting box is bursting with fun & games 

to keep the whole family entertained for days.  
Jam-packed with 250 classic games puzzles & quizzes!

ZENSU
Zensū is the new strategy game with beautiful wooden 
pieces that’s simple to learn but hard to master. With 

Zensū you’ll never play the same game twice! Age 8+.

D12 DOMINOES
This great set of 91 high-quality professional size 

Double Twelve Dominoes will give you, your family & 
friends, hours of fun at an amazing price!

CLASSIC GO
The game of ancient strategy was thought to have 

originated in China over 4000 years ago!  This deluxe 
set has a wooden board, quality pieces & instructions.

$7999 $5999

$1799

$2499

$999

$6999

$4999

$5499

$499

PIATNIK PLAYING CARDS
Classic card sets from the world famous Piatnik of 

Austria, who having been making playing cards of the 
highest quality since 1824! 

DAL ROSSI CHESS
A superb European designed Chess set featuring a 16” 

inlaid board, double-weighted Staunton chess men, 
and built-in storage drawers.

$34999

SPECIAL

$2999
NORMALLY

$39.99

$3499
NORMALLY

$44.99

$1799
NORMALLY

$34.99

$999
NORMALLY

$14.99

$6999
300 PIECE

$9999
500 PIECE

POKER SETS
Play like the pros with these great value poker sets, 
containing poker cards & 11.5g chips, both in sturdy 

and attractive aluminium carry cases.

INLAID WOOD CHESS
Two beautiful chess sets featuring elegant folding  

inlaid wooden cases (26.5cm & 37.5cm),  
and Staunton wooden chess men.

$2799
each

$2999

BACKGAMMON
The perennial favourite game enclosed in a deluxe 15” 
attaché case, is ready to take and play anywhere. Also 

now available, an 11” version for only $59.99.

$3999
each

$7999

GAMELAND GAMES
Gameland now brings you all of their classics in convenient ‘bookshelf’ packaging,  

at brilliant value-for-money prices. There are nine of the world’s most popular classic games to choose from  
in this range, which the whole family will enjoy playing over and over again. Collect the full set!



PUZZLES

PUZZLES

EINSTEIN PUZZLERS
This unique collection of licenced puzzles is as  

complex as the great man himself, & now  
available for our fellow puzzlers to enjoy.

GENUINE RUBIK’S CUBES
The original and best cube puzzles since invented in 
1974!  These puzzles have been confounding and 

amazing people world-wide for nearly 50 years now!

SHERLOCK HOLMES
These Sherlock inspired puzzles and brain teasers will 
test your dexterity, powers of deduction and reasoning.  

Seven fantastic puzzles to choose from.

SMART PUZZLES
Are you up for the challenge?  Each puzzle has 80 

challenges from easy through to expert, & stimulates 
cognitive skills.  For ages 7 to adult.

CATS & DOGS!
The kitties & pups Stax puzzles!  Stack, pile, & pack.
Select a card & arrange the animals to fit precisely on 

the grid!  For ages 10 & up.

SPECIAL

$1999

$1499

$1999
each

IQ PUZZLERS
Ten unique pocket-size puzzles that will keep your 
brain in shape!  Each puzzle comes with over 100 

challenges, from easy to expert.  For ages 8+.

HUZZLE CAST METAL
The top-quality cast metal disassemble and reassemble puzzles designed in Japan.  Currently there are 70 

superbly tactile puzzles to choose from, across six difficulty levels, that are all sure to sorely test your patience & 
abilities!  New additions to the range are being created each year.

CRYSTAL PUZZLES
Choose from over 30 of these beautiful 3D plastic 

puzzles, that feature transparent interlocking pieces, 
and will surely test your patience & dexterity!

THE GENIUS COLLECTION!
Each of these incredible STEM sets has thousands of 
puzzles, and there is always a solution. Now there is 
also Bee Genius for the little tackers, for ages 3-8!

$2999
each

FROM  
$1999

each

NEW

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

$3999
NORMALLY

$49.99

ADDICTABALL
All you have to do is get the shiny ball to the end of 
the maze … the three dimensional maze!  Improves 

patience, dexterity, & hand-eye co-ordination.

$1999$2999

30 CUBED
This brilliant set contains 45 multi-level challenges, 
including 18 junior puzzles to challenge you & your 

friends and family!  For ages 5 & up.

FROM  
$1799

each

$3999
each

$1999
each

SPECIAL $1999
each

$3999
each



JIGSAWS

DIY MINI HOUSE
Over 30 challenging 3D diorama kits to  

assemble and enjoy! Amazingly detailed... 
become a master of the miniature!  For ages 14+.

WASGIJ?
Five hilarious new Wasgij? jigsaws for your collection! 
Wasgij? Original 38 & 39, Destiny 24, & Mystery 21 & 

22 will all keep you puzzling!

HARRY POTTER 3D
Construct and bring to life iconic pieces of Harry  
Potter’s magical wizarding world with these three 

great new 3D puzzles. For ages 8 & up.

MURDER BOARD PUZZLES
In these unique Case File puzzles, you make-up  

6 jigsaws to form your murder board, and gather and 
search the evidence to solve the crime! For ages 15+.

EDUCA 42,000 PIECE!
The incredible ‘Around The World’ is a tour of the 

world’s leading places and landmarks in no less than 
42,000pcs! The world’s largest single image jigsaw!

BEPUZZLED MYSTERY PUZZLES
Read the story, assemble the 1000pc jigsaw, and 

solve the mystery from the devilishly  
disguised hidden clues. 6 fascinating titles.

$1999
each

IMPOSSIBLES!
The next evolution of puzzles with a plus! This great 

range of jigsaws has a number of added twists for the 
puzzler ready for a new challenge!

JAN VAN HAASTEREN
These light-hearted cartoon worlds depict various  

scenarios in comical fashion, straight from the mind of 
Jan Van Haasteren.  12 great titles to choose from.

JIGSAW ACCESSORIES
Perfect gifts for every puzzler! Portapuzzles are lightweight, portable working platforms, that keep pieces & solved 
sections of the puzzle secured for future completion. 1500pc size - $99.99. The PuzzleMates Puzzle & Roll is an 

ingenious solution to the unfinished jigsaw puzzle, at a very affordable price!

$1999
each

$2999
NORMALLY

$39.99

each

$899
NORMALLY

$1299

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

$3999
each

$3499
each

$7999 $2299
NORMALLY

$29.99

$1499

$2999
each

FROM  
$3999

each

$3999
each

PUZZLE CLOCKS
Assemble a combination of normal-sized curvy pieces 
& mini-sized flat pieces to make these superb round 

3D working clocks – no glue required!
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Prices advertised available only until 24/12/22 or while stocks last. Not all items available in every store.

CARD SHUFFLER
Shuffle one or two decks thoroughly with ease, and 
this shuffler needs no batteries!  Perfect for either 
poker or bridge-size playing cards (not included).

5-LETTER WORDLET
The massively-popular online trend, is now a  

multi-player board game! This confounding word  
strategy game is for 2-4 players, ages 8 & up.

CARD HOLDAS
Holding up to 20 cards in their novel, curved slots 

allows for easy insertion, removal and sorting of cards. 
Stands freely on a table or can be hand-held.

CARD GAMES
We have an enormous range of card games to suit all ages, tastes, and budgets.  From the mere sampling above you can pick from one of the great  

budget-priced choices, any of which will keep you and your family and friends entertained for hours!

MURDER MYSTERY PARTIES
Here’s everything you need to serve-up mystery, 

murder, and fun for a whole evening – party planner, 
invitations, recipes – plus a tasty murder to solve!

MYSTERY JIGSAW PUZZLES
Two intriguing titles at a super-special price – read the 
10 page mystery story, assemble the 1000pc jigsaw, 
and use the clues from the story to solve the crime!

$2999 SPECIAL

SPECIAL

$2499
NORMALLY

$29.99

ESCAPE ROOM GAMES
With lively storylines and bold artwork, this brilliant, fun 

& challenging range has games that you can play in  
45 minutes, or others that take a whole evening!

FROM  
$1499

each

$1999
each

$2999
each

SPECIAL

$1499
NORMALLY

$24.99

each

$999
each

$1699
each

$1499
each

SPECIAL

$1799
NORMALLY

$24.99

each

$1999
NORMALLY

$29.99

CARD GAMES
But wait…there’s more…!  A great range of titles in lovely collector tins; the zany Trump card game and Ramen Fury at a special price; keep the younger ones amused with 

the fun and educational Kanga games; or grab a hilarious Bulltish game for the adults at a very special price!

$999
each

$1799
each

$1999
each
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